Press-Release
„Time is Money“ – literarly
applied since 30 years
Who doesn’t know the old saying „Time is Money“
With POLYdrill multiple spindle heads from
SUHNER you can live up to this maxim and
wisdom and make money the old fashion way
for 30 years and counting.
In its catalog edition of the year 1982 SUHNER proudly
introduced a new line of multiple spindle heads which combined
modern design features with high drilling performance in a very
compact product envelope size.

Over time, SUHNER has built thousands of multiple spindle
heads and gains in know-how were continiously invested in
improved technology. This basic philosophy has been kept
up for years.
A substatial gain in productivity and output can be achieved
through the application of standard simultaneous multi operation
components at relatively low investment cost.
Over the years, the program range for POLYdrill multiple spindle
heads has been consistently up-dated and expanded. Today, our
offering includes adjustable multiple spindle heads for 2, 3 and 4
spindles in 6 different capacity classifications.

Picture 3: Hole pattern for adjustable heads with 2, 3 or 4
spindels
Including custom made, application specific fixed spacing heads
with up to 144 spindels – an enormous increase in productivity.

Picture 4: POLYdrill-Multiple spindle head with 144 spindles at
fixed spacings
In addition to multiple spindle heads, SUHNER offers a variety
of different other POLYdrill components including angle heads
for drilling, tapping and milling operations as well as back facing
heads vor drilling and countersinking operations.
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